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Mazdak Taghioskoui joined the
Chemistry Master’s Program as
an Iranian student with academic
adviser Akbar Montaser, who
promised full financial assistance.
Taghioskoui never received full
financial assistance.

April 2007
Taghioskoui was admitted to
the Electrical and Computer
Engineering Department’s Ph.D.
program.

Late 2007
Montaser’s behavior became
erratic and concerning, including
inappropriate emails and
demeaning language about
Taghioskoui to other faculty.

Www.Gwhatchet.com

Former student sues for emotional distress
by matthew kwiecinski
Metro News Editor
A former student is suing GW
for $1 million, alleging his academic
adviser plagiarized his work and
caused him enough emotional distress to become suicidal.
Mazdak Taghioskoui alleged in
a complaint filed in D.C. Superior
Court this month that professor Ak-

April 2008 to
January 2010

Summer 2008

Taghioskoui returned
Montaser placed on to Iran after suicidal
administrative leave thoughts caused by
after threatening to Montaser’s behavior.
punch Executive Vice Taghioskoui fell into
President Lou Katz. a state of depression.

bar Montaser applied for patents
using his work while he was in the
Electrical and Computer Engineering Ph.D. program. He said his relationship with the professor first
turned sour in 2005, when he reported erratic behavior like “bizarre, inappropriate emails” and “demeaning language.”
Over the next three years, he suffered “such mental anguish” that he

became suicidal, seeking help from
GW’s suicide hotline and mental
health services starting in 2008, according to the complaint. He said he
became “extremely depressed.”
Taghioskoui, a 31-year-old from
Iran, began working with Montaser
when he enrolled in the chemistry master’s program in 2005, according to the documents. He met
Montaser through mutual friends at

the Sharif University of Technology
in Iran, when the professor promised Taghioskoui full financial aid
at GW.
The former student was required
to work 20 hours a week to receive
financial aid but was not given a full
scholarship.
After earning his master’s degree,
See LAWSUIT: Page 10

February 2010

Spring 2011

June 2011

January 2012

April 2012

Taghioskoui discovered Montaser
filed for a patent on one of
Taghioskoui’s work, listing
Montaser as the sole inventor. The
University took no action following
Taghioskoui’s complaints.

Taghioskoui’s tried
to change academic
advisers but was told
he would not receive
his Ph.D. if he
switched advisers.

Taghioskoui discovered Montaser
took credit for his work on
another patent application.
The University took no action
against Montaser following
Taghioskoui’s complaints.

Montaser presents Taghioskoui’s
research at the Winter Conference
with the Office of the Vice President
for Research without Taghioskoui’s
consent and following a complaint
by Taghioskoui.

Taghioskoui reported
Montaser’s allegedly
manipulative actions
and false financial
promises to the
University.

Source: court documents

MBA applications rise
as other schools falter
by aliya karim
Hatchet Staff Writer

jordan emont | Assistant photo editor

Delia Valente, a part-time Russian professor, teaches a section that only had seven sign-ups for 19 spots this fall. The
program could cut sections and part-time professors if its enrollment does not turn around, director Richard Robin said.

Russian program jeopardized
by cory weinberg
Campus News Editor
Enrollment in the Russian language program has fallen 40 percent since the Columbian College
of Arts and Sciences dropped its
foreign language curriculum requirement last fall.
The dwindling enrollment
brings the program dangerously
close to eliminating class sections
and part-time teaching positions,
Russian language program director

Richard Robin said.
“Our big fear is a cut in the number of sections, because we’d lose
good teachers,” he said. “We have
so far not had to close any sections,
but we’re teetering on the brink.”
In just the last year, 20 percent
fewer students have opted to take
Russian, which counted about
107 students in its 11 class sections this fall.
Columbian College faculty
approved a new general curriculum – dubbed G-PAC – two years

ago, which stripped a foreign language requirement and barred
most beginning language courses
from its general requirement list.
Administrators said then that
introductory foreign language
courses entail memorization rather than critical thinking.
Robin said the program has
tried to promote itself, putting up
posters in the Academic Center
during the spring and courting
See RUSSIAN: Page 10

The University’s full-time,
two-year MBA program counted a
15 percent rise in applications last
week as overall applicants to graduate business schools dropped for
the fourth straight year.
The increase in popularity for
the business school’s Global MBA
program came in a year when
similar MBA programs at Duke,
Yale, Michigan State and Indiana
universities reported falls in application numbers between 7 and
21 percent.
Fifty-four percent of programs
across the country reported a decline, with the Graduate Management Admission Council reporting a median drop of 22 percent.
The bump brings GW almost
back from the school's lagging application year between 2010 and
2011, when it fell by one-third in
just a year. Last fall's global MBA
class included 119 students.
Liesl Riddle, associate dean
for GW’s MBA programs, attributed GW’s wider applicant pool
to its broad range of academic
offerings like entrepreneurship
and international management,
which go beyond a traditional
Wall Street-focused MBA.
“I think that, in many ways,
these sort of cross-cutting themes
helps GW School of Business appeal to a broader audience and,
in many ways, might have helped
us as we've gone through this
moment of economic challenge
and turbulence,” she said.
The MBA program was
ranked No. 52 in the country by

"If anything, it shows
how the MBA can be
applied to a host of
fields beyond financial
institutions."
ANDY BROWN

Student
Professional MBA Program
Bloomberg Businessweek and
No. 79 internationally by the Financial Times.
The business school's graduate and professional emphasis
has been a main focus for Doug
Guthrie in his third year as dean.
He has said the school could
make its mark internationally by
offering specialized education
for business leaders, and by adding programs that mix business
with a social consciousness.
This fall's MBA class comes
from 18 different countries, Riddle
said, part of an effort to raise the
diversity levels of the program.
Students at many of the top
schools that saw drops in applicants are more likely to go down
the tumultuous Wall Street track
than are those at GW.
About 12 percent of last year ’s
MBA graduates at GW went into
careers like those on Wall Street,
compared to a program like Yale’s
See MBA: Page 3

Funding deadlock threatens to drain research money
by Cory weinberg
Campus News Editor
A stalemate in Congress could
dry up the source that provides
nearly three-quarters of the University’s outside research funding: federal agencies.
The National Institutes of
Health – GW’s largest research
benefactor – would take an 8 percent hit if Congress ignores the
cuts hanging over federal agencies, according to a Sept. 14 report from the White House Office
of Management and Budget.
NIH funds made up nearly
half of the $122 million in federal
grants and contracts the University in fiscal year 2010, the last
year data was available.
Anthony-Samuel Lamantia,
director of the GW Institute for
Neuroscience, who has racked
up $10 million from the NIH over
his career, said the grim outlook
for the future of federal funding
scares him. He added that schools
across the University, particularly the medical school, are already
asking “what if” questions.
“Everyone’s back is against

the wall. The University has been
talking about what to do, but
they can only do so much,” Lamantia said.
If Congress does not reach
a deal by Jan. 2, the NIH would
lose about $2.5 billion, and the
National Science Foundation,
another key source of research
funds for GW, would be stripped
of $551 million.
The $1.2 trillion across-theboard cutback in federal funding
would drain GW's grant potential as it tries to edge into the top
tier of research institutions. The
University collected about nine
times the amount of money in
federal dollars in fiscal year 2010
than it did from businesses and
nonprofits.
Lamantia said the downsizing would make it about 30 percent more difficult for researchers to get funding in an already
competitive environment, as
there would be fewer funds up
for grabs.
The projected cuts to the NSF
and NASA could also damage
See RESEARCH: Page 3
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Snapshot

IN Brief

Slightly more students
given Pell Grants at GW
About 6.5 percent more GW students received Pell Grants last year.
About 1,480 GW students received
Pell Grants, Associate Vice President for
Financial Assistance Dan Small said. The
University spent about $5.9 million on the
aid program last year, Small said, adding that he expects similar figures for the
2012-2013 year, though numbers have yet
to be finalized.
About 11 percent of GW students receive Pell Grants, which go to those who
demonstrate exceptional need. Nationwide, the number of Pell Grant recipients
sharply increased for the fourth-straight
year. About 827,000 more students joined
the program, which reached 9.7 million
individuals. Students received an average
of $3,984 in grants – the same average they
would at GW.
The federal government set the cap this
year at $5,550 for each student – $200 dollars
more than last year.
Mark Kantrowitz, founder and publisher of FinAid, said students at colleges
like GW may not see a dip in the number of
students qualifying for Pell Grants this year,
but they will feel a hit in the next few years.
“What we’re facing is a severe decline
in college affordability,” Kantrowitz said.
“The grants are not keeping pace with
increases in college cost. That’s going to
make it difficult for students to pay for
school, especially low and moderate income students.”
Federal spending decreased by $2.2
billion to $33.4 billion, according to data
released this month by the Department of
Education, meaning more students are vying for a small pot of funds.
Federal cuts to the Pell Grant program
are part of the belt-tightening process as the
country’s debt looms, he said.
The eligibility and price of Pell Grants
have been a hot-button issue this presidential campaign cycle, and November’s election could decide the fate of the program,
many analysts say.
Paul Ryan, Republican vice presidential
nominee, has faced criticism for proposing
to further restrict students from qualifying
for the aid and cutting almost $200 million
from the program.
Ryan condemned President Barack
Obama’s expansion of the program, which
boosted the maximum grant size by almost $1,000 since taking office. The Obama
administration has overseen the largest
three-year growth in the program’s history,
spending 15 percent more on it then when
he took office.

–Kierran Petersen

ASHLEY LUCAS | CONTRIBUTING PHOTO EDITOR

Huffington Post founder Arianna Huffington jokes with Jordin Sparks, asking the American Idol winner to call her mom up on stage during the
2012 Opportunity Nation Summit. The two discussed education as the cause of the opportunity gap Wednesday in Lisner Auditorium.
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video

A Live Look at D.C. Nightlife

Thursday
Searching for Civil Dialogue in a
Divided America
Listen to PBS correspondents Jeffrey Brown
and Scott Simon discuss the political
culture surrounding the coming election.
Lisner Auditorium • 8 p.m.

interactive graphic

Dozens of heel-clad women strutted
through Chinatown for Fashion Week.

Plan your next night out
with The Hatchet’s eight
suggestions for food
and drink spots away
from the Foggy Bottom
campus.

Fashion Week Kickoff

Explore bars and clubs across five of the
District’s neighborhoods.

September

video

20

Friday

Mapping Your Night Out

21

The Amazing Spider Man

‘Our Black Year’

Watch one of this summer’s top
action flicks as part of Program
Board’s fall film series.
Marvin Center Amphitheater
• 7:30 p.m.

Author Maggie Anderson will read from
and discuss her book, which describes a
year she and her husband spent buying
only from African American businesses.
Marvin Center Amphitheater • 5 p.m.

Saturday
Kollaboration D.C.

22

Check out this Asian talent competition
that looks to empower its performers
by encouraging them to embrace their
heritage.
Lisner Auditorium • 7 p.m.
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The Fojol Brothers food truck, which serves up Indian, Thai and Ethiopian dishes, blares exotic
songs and employs brightly dressed, mustached employees. It could open its first brick-and-mortar
location in J Street next semester, an employee said this week.

'Culinary carnival' food truck could roll into J Street
by kaya yurieff and chloe
sorvino
Hatchet Staff Writers
The eclectic cuisine of
the Fojol Brothers food truck
could come to J Street, an
employee said this week.
The Indian-EthiopianThai fusion eatery, known
for its turban and fake-mustache-wearing employees,
is in talks with GW about
joining the dining hall this
spring.
J Street would be the
first brick-and-mortar location for the “traveling
culinary carnival,” which
frequents H Street during
lunch and dinner hours.
“The
administrators,
they liked the spice, they
liked the flavors and we
liked their flavors. So hope-

RESEARCH
from p. 1
the University’s hopes of
boosting research funding
as it prepares to move into
the Science and Engineering
Hall. The $275 million building will, in part, be funded
by a jump in outside grants
over the next decade.
Vice President for Research Leo Chalupa said
last month that each researcher who stakes claim
to the sought-after laboratory space in the Science and
Engineering Hall must have
outside grants. Through a
spokeswoman, he did not
return requests for comment.
Executive Vice President
and Treasurer Lou Katz
said before the report was
released that, because the
University has hired skilled
researchers in recent years,
it would be shielded from
serious damage.
“We don’t believe research [funding] has fallen
off the face of the earth,”
Katz said. “There could be
some difficult times ahead
with what’s going on with
the federal budget over the
next several years, clearly.
In fact, research is a very
competitive market, but we
are recruiting absolutely
world-class researchers at
this time.”
But whether cuts come
in January or over the years,
grant approval will become

MBA
from p. 1
which sends nearly a quarter
of graduates into financial
services jobs.
Aaron Brachman, a senior financial associate at
RBC Wealth Management,
said D.C. attracts MBA candidates because it offers

fully if everybody’s flavors
jive well in the cooking
pot, then we can get this
thing served and ready to
eat,” Andrew Bucket, a Fojol Brothers employee who
wears a paint-splattered
jumpsuit and floppy hat,
and who calls himself “Nukaloo,” said Tuesday.
He added, if campus
dining administrators “keep
their heads high, maybe
we’ll close this deal.”
Owner and founder Justin Vitarello, who goes by
the name “Dingo,” declined
to comment, and allowed
Bucket to confirm the talks
on behalf of the company.
The Fojol Brothers run
three food trucks across the
District, featuring food from
three made-up countries.
The Merlindia truck

serves tikka masala, lentils,
saag paneer and other Indian dishes. The Benethiopia truck offers different
vegetable and meat combinations each day which
students can soak up with
spongy Ethiopian bread,
injera. The Volathai truck
serves curries and “drunken noodles.”
The campus dining office has overhauled J Street's
options in the last two
years, replacing restaurants
like Chik-fil-A and Wendy's
last fall to add Sodexo venues. But since then, Sodexo
was swapped in three other
non-Sodexo restaurants –
Aroma, Auntie Anne's Pretzels and the Vietnamese
eatery BONMi.
The University added
the Indian restaurant Aroma

even more competitive –
meaning “people will be
spending more time looking for money and less time
doing the work,” Lamantia
said. At the same time, the
funding young researchers
rely on to earn tenure and
make a living would start to
dry up.
Charles Garris, a professor of engineering, worked
as a program director for
the NSF in the 1990s when
the federal government
triggered similar cuts. He
said, like last time, young
researchers would bear
the brunt of the cutbacks.
Research-granting agencies
also set aside separate funds
for young researchers.
“The young researchers have a lot of pressure
on them, especially as far
as tenure and promotion, to
bring in grants. If the grants
are delayed and they’re unable to bring in grants, it
could be adverse for them,”
he said. “Obviously, they’re
all ferociously trying to
build up their research programs, so they need funding to support students.”
NIH grants typically
give researchers at least
$200,000 a year to study
issues ranging from childhood obesity to tuberculosis. One of GW’s largest
awards in recent years – $14
million earned by GW’s
Biostatistics Center – came
from the NIH last month.
The amount of internal
research funding the University doled out exploded

between fiscal years 2008
and 2010, the last years for
which data was available,
jumping from $11.1 million
to $34.4 million.
Megan Leftwich, an
assistant professor of engineering and applied science, started as a University
researcher this year, and
said the cuts would make it
even more difficult for her
to nab outside funds. But,
she said, she expects GW’s
internal research funding
for new professors would
help cushion the blow.
“I cannot be successful
long term without an externally funded research program,” she said. “However,
I am at the very beginning
of my career and still have
University startup money
to get established while I
secure those funds.”
The federal cuts to engineering research that NASA
funds would add insult to
injury for the space program, said Andrew Cutler,
an engineering professor
who specializes in hypersonic flight.
“We are still somewhat
shell-shocked from cuts that
came the last two years that
have almost zeroed the program. NASA’s chief administrator later supposedly
admitted that these were a
mistake, and we were hopeful something might come
back next year,” Cutler said.
“Not so likely with sequestration.”
–Joy Finneran contributed
to this report.

more jobs outside of financial
services.
“Wall Street is not located
in D.C., but there are regulatory agencies and other toptier positions that are not
necessarily on Wall Street,”
Brachman said.
Andy Brown, a first-year
professional MBA student,
said the business school’s
broader classroom focus
likely kept student interest

up as Wall Street became less
alluring for students after the
financial crisis.
“My classmates come
from such a diverse range of
jobs and industries, and the
program itself gives you a
very wide range of experiences outside of finance,” Brown
said. “If anything, it shows
how the MBA can be applied
to a host of fields beyond financial institutions.” u

to J Street last spring. Dajeet
Singh, the restaurant's owner, said he has not been offered to renew his contract
with GW for next semester. Singh said the J Street
branch of Aroma, which has
two other restaurants, will
stay in business “at least for
the semester.”
Singh said he wants to

stay in J Street, citing strong
sales and a lively customer
base.
“We would love to stay
there,” he said. “As long as
you want us to stay, we will
be there.”
Director of Campus Support Services Nancy Haaga
declined to confirm the addition of a new vendor or

say if any other vendors
would be moved out.
“It’s our job to constantly
be looking at what’s offered
and what that participation
is and how the students or
customers are enjoying it,”
Haaga said.
“Things ebb and flow,”
Haaga added. “That’s the
evolution to what we do.” u

Opinions

Patrick Rochelle
Opinions Editor
prochelle@gwhatchet.com

Quotable

Justin Peligri
Contributing Editor
jpeligri@gwhatchet.com

H

"The administrators, they liked the spice, they liked the flavors and we liked their flavors, so hopefully if
everybody's flavors jive well in the cooking pot, then we can get this thing served and ready to eat."

–Andrew Bucket, a Fojol Brothers food truck employee, on discussing the University's talks about
bringing the eatery to J Street.
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Staff Editorial

Administrators must revisit the new sexual assault policy
Sexual assault is an alarming reality on
college campuses across the country, and
GW is unfortunately no exception. Four
sexual abuse cases were reported within
just the first two weeks of the semester.
Federal studies have found that 20 percent of college-aged women fall victim to
some sort of sexual assault, and that 95 percent of such cases go unreported.
It is critical that students know what to
do in the case of a traumatic event.
The University’s updated sexual assault policy, released Friday, is cumbersome and unclear.
Shock. Fear. Distress. Confusion.
The range of emotions victims can experience following sexual assault is overwhelming. Many do not immediately feel
comfortable turning to friends, counselors
or police officers for help.
The biggest change to the sexual assault
policy is that the University has placed a
deadline on this process – a 180-day window for a victim to file charges against an
alleged perpetrator. The old policy placed
no restrictions on reporting time.
However, a victim might not reach the
emotional threshold where one feels comfortable reporting in just six months. It is
impossible to apply a systematic approach
to a problem that is largely unpredictable.
In the wake of the Pennsylvania State
University scandal – in which Jerry Sandusky was found guilty of sexually abusing 10 young boys over a 15-year time
span – it is troubling to see GW place the
onus on the victim to report the incident
so quickly.
Under D.C.'s statute of limitations, victims of sexual assault have 10 to 15 years
to report their cases to city authorities, depending on the age of the victim and the
nature of the abuse.
Any form of sexual assault is traumatic.
It is insulting to suggest that victims do not
grapple with or cannot properly recount the

experience after 180 days – especially after
a group of men offered graphic accounts
of assaults at the hands of Penn State’s
Sandusky that took place when they were
young boys.
While statutes of limitation exist to ensure the details of an incident do not blur
as time passes, a 180-day limit is not long
enough.
But the language provides some leeway.
According to the policy, a victim may
report after the close of the 180-day period
if there is “good cause.”
The indication that any impetus to report an incident after 180 days could not be
considered “good cause” is offensive and
sends the wrong message to students.
Saying some cases can be reported after 180 days if there is "good cause" implies
that other cases are unworthy of reporting.
And by including such vague wording in
the policy, GW is now obligated to clarify
to students what may or may not fall under
the realm of "good cause."
The University is our educator, our
home, our police force, our safeguard and
our guide. It should protect us so long as
we are its students. A 180-day deadline is
arbitrary and covers a scant portion of students' GW careers.
Regardless of intent, the new policy appears to lift responsibility off the University’s shoulders and place the burden on
students to monitor their well-being and
safety once the time frame closes. It sends
the wrong message to the student body, potentially deterring individuals from seeking help and adding more pressure to an
already stressful situation.
And that message is disturbing.
The harsh reality is that alcohol is often
a factor in sexual abuses, as was the case in
all four of the incidents reported during the
first two weeks of the academic year.
Deputy Title IX Coordinator Tara
Pereira told The Hatchet that underage

Make J Street
all-you-can-eat

C

victims who may have been drinking at
the time of a sexual assault are “not likely” to face alcohol violation charges. “Not
likely” is not an adequate explanation for
students, and the procedure surrounding
alcohol-related sexual assaults must be
clearly outlined in the policy.
Students should not be deterred from
reporting sexual assault for fear of facing
alcohol violation charges on their disciplinary records. A cornerstone of the policy is
to ensure that students feel comfortable approaching the authorities – an already emotionally trying task. In these cases even the
chance of being sanctioned for underage
drinking could become a deterrence.
The new policy brings some encouraging changes.
Under the old policy, a victim was able
to remain anonymous during both the initial consultation and the administrative review of his or her case. It was not until the
final phase of the legal process – the formal
hearing procedure – that a victim was required to disclose his or her identity.
Students now have the option of remaining anonymous throughout the entire
judicial process, offering a necessary protection for victims.
We applaud the University’s attempt
to offer students greater anonymity, in the
hope that it encourages more victims to feel
comfortable coming forward.
But there are limitations of remaining
anonymous that the University must ensure students understand.
If a victim does not disclose his or her
identity, it could become virtually impossible to move forward with an investigation.
Without revealing details, it would become
increasingly difficult to bring an alleged
perpetrator to justice.
Administrators must clarify what anonymity can entail for the legal process so
students can make informed decisions
about how to proceed. Students should

know their rights, along with any accompanying limitations.
The way the University announced
the new sexual assault policy last week –
through a jargonistic Infomail that linked to
the 21-page document – was frustrating.
It is the University’s responsibility to educate students on the new sexual assault policy, and there are better ways to explain the
nuances that could affect their livelihoods.
It is wishful thinking to assume the average student will read and study a 21-page
policy notice. The University should provide students with a fact sheet that would
include a rundown of major changes in the
sexual assault policy, a bulleted list of their
victims' rights and relevant emergency contact information.
The UAsk smartphone app, launched
Sept. 10 by the organization Men Can Stop
Rape, offers information on sexual assault
victim resources for eight schools across
D.C., including GW. We are pleased to learn
that administrators are looking to add a
similar guide to resources for the GW Mobile app, including contact information for
support services and information on the
sexual assault policy.
The new policy is in an interim period,
meaning there is still time for the University
to make changes and ensure they represent
the best interests of students.
It is laudable that the University has
taken the time to review its policies in response to the Department of Education's
call in 2011 for swift and effective responses
to sexual violence on campuses.
We hope students never have to face a
situation in which they require a deep understanding of the sexual assault policy.
But such circumstances are unpredictable,
and in the event that an issue does arise, a
policy means nothing if it is not easily accessible and understandable.

Welcoming a new member to the National Zoo
by Alicia Little

ampus dining officials seem more
worried about promoting J Street's
Metro Diner via social media than
actually making improvements to its
food options.

Benjamin Krimmel
Columnist

Clogging a student’s Twitter feed with
photos of scrambled eggs and french fries
might be a decent way to momentarily steal
some attention, but pictures of expensive food
won’t increase satisfaction with J Street. And it
won't make the food any cheaper.
Until J Street finds a way to differentiate
itself from other venues on and near campus,
it will continue to struggle.
Give students an “all-you-can-eat” meal
plan so they can load up on as much food as they
want without draining their GWorld money.
J Street is caught in a vicious cycle: It has to
fight to compete with local grocery stores, restaurants and food trucks. But unless it offers
something the rest of the venues can’t – like
more food for the same price – students will
continue to bypass it.
Allowing students to pay per meal as opposed to paying by the weight of their plates
would make J Street a more affordable º – and
thus more attractive – dining option.
J Street could adopt Boston University’s
model, which offers an “all-you-can-eat” meal
plan, in addition to dollars similar to Colonial
Cash, in which points can be used at various
restaurants on and off campus.
There’s already evidence to suggest this
kind of meal plan would be popular here.
The Annual Freshman Feast, an all-you-caneat special at J Street, has been extremely
popular with students over the years and
could be used as a blueprint for a new plan.
Approximately 900 students attended the
event last year, a record turnout, The Hatchet reported Sept. 17.
Last year's dramatic dining overhaul
swapped out the majority of venues and physically transformed the dining hall, but it failed
to actually increase sales.
But if students felt they were getting more
food for the same price, they might reconsider
stopping at Whole Foods Market after class
and instead fill their plates at J Street.
In the food and restaurant industry, reputation matters. The bad taste left in students’
mouths from an expensive and sub par dining
experience will not go away unless you give it
a reason to.
–The writer, a junior majoring in international
affairs, is a Hatchet columnist.
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Trade the pep rally for a real debate

here’s palpable excitement on campus every fall as the leaves start
to change. And as we ease our
way into another election season,
it seems there is much more to be excited
about than just the cooler weather.
Jon Stewart and Bill O’Reilly will debate in Lisner Auditorium Oct. 6. Even
though the event is not sponsored by the
University, and student tickets are limited,
the debate has been the talk of campus the
past few days.
While I’m a fan of Stewart, these types
of debates are nothing more than dramatic
circus acts that draw upon the worst aspects
of public discourse. The debate likely won't
be about substantive issues, but instead will
be a battle between two large egos.
My qualm is not with sparking debate
on campus, but rather with the type of debate this event will likely devolve into.
Last year, the College Democrats and
College Republicans hosted Ann Coulter
and Lawrence O’Donnell for a similar

Patrick
Rochelle

Opinions Editor
event. As students watched from the audience, the debate quickly descended into a
slew of one-liners and sound bites. There
was no bona fide exchange of ideas, but
nonetheless, the crowd cheered as the
two opponents took jabs at one another.
O’Donnell even bowed to the audience
at the end, as though he were a matador
who’d just slain a bull.
And while encouraging student debate
on campus is always a laudable goal, if Stewart vs. O’Reilly is anything like last year's
debate, there will be little discussed that actually contributes to political dialogue.
I’m always a fan of pushing political
discussion, especially in an election year
when students are facing important is-
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sues like debt and rising tuition costs. But
I highly doubt this debate will be anything
of the sort.
Instead, students can expect a slew of
ad hominems and facts taken out of context,
almost no back and forth about policy and a
lot of cheering from the audience. It won’t
be a debate – it’ll be a partisan pep rally.
Students will walk away empty handed, left with no new ideas, just more bitterness toward the other political party.
For a place that prides itself on educating the next generation of political leaders
and public servants, events like this one
should be unwelcome. As a student body,
I think we should expect more from our
own political discourse.
At some point we have to ask ourselves,
are we really adding to the discussion or
just fueling an unproductive fire?
I suspect the latter. But I guess the show
must go on.
–The writer, a senior majoring in English, is
The Hatchet’s opinions editor.
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CRIME LOG
Assault

09/12/12 – 6 p.m.
Location: 2000 Block of
Pennsylvania Avenue
Case closed

A University Police
Department officer
witnessed a man chasing
another man while wielding
a knife. The suspect threw
the knife under a parked
car when he saw the officer
approach. Neither of the
men was affiliated with GW.

–Subject arrested by
Metropolitan Police
Department

Harassment

09/13/12 – Time: Multiple
Location: Off Campus
Case closed

A female student
reported receiving
multiple calls and texts
of sexual nature from a
person she did not know.

–Referred to MPD

09/15/12 – Time:
Multiple
Location: Off Campus
Case open

GW student reported that
an unknown individual
was harassing her on the
Internet.

–Case open

Disorderly Conduct
09/13/12 – Time
unknown
Location: Learner Health
and Wellness Center
Case closed

A staff member reported
that two male students
attempted to enter the
building after behaving
aggressively toward staff
earlier that day.

–Referred for disciplinary
action
09/16/12 – 2:53 a.m.
Location: Kogan Plaza
Case closed

A UPD officer observed a
female student urinating in
the bushes in Kogan Plaza.
She was stopped and
assessed for intoxication
and transported to the
hospital for treatment.

–Referred for disciplinary
action
09/14/12 – 2 a.m.
Location: 2100 Block of
F Street
Case closed

Two male students knocked
over trash cans, and a UPD
officer asked the students
to pick the cans back up.
–Referred for disciplinary
action

Liquor Law Violation
09/14/12 – 12:33 a.m.
Location: Marvin Center
Case closed

UPD responded to a report
of an intoxicated female
subject not affiliated with
the University. She was
found exiting a bathroom.

–Subject barred from
campus

Disorderly Conduct/
Liquor Law Violation
09/16/12 – 11:22 p.m.
Location: International
House
Case closed

UPD officers responded
to reports of items being
thrown from a patio,
and officers entered the
room and saw underage
subjects drinking alcohol.

–Referred for disciplinary
action
–Compiled by
Matthew Kwiecinski
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Network for elderly services moves forward
by julie alderman
Hatchet Staff Writer
A community group
looking to link senior citizens with their Foggy Bottom neighbors has seen interest in the program double
in the last year.
Monroe Wright, project
chair for the Aging in Place
program that will pair elders with volunteer services so they can stay in their
homes rather than move to
an assisted living community, said there are about 200
prospective members. With
$25,000 on hand, mostly
from private donations,
planning for the program
can officially begin.
Counting up potential
member fees – about $700
per senior – Wright said the
group is getting closer to
meeting its $150,000 fundraising goal to hire a director, train volunteers, rent
office space and run the
network for two years.
“We needed at minimum 100 people to express
interest, and we've received
200. We’re very pleased
with community response,”
Wright said. He hopes the
program can launch in mid2013.
The project is partnered
with the local Foggy Bottom
Association. Besides neighbor-to-neighbor help, like
drives to doctors' appointments, the program will
offer trips and events like
book clubs, cocktail parties,
outdoor activities and museum trips.
Lorna Grenadier, a board
member for Aging in Place,
said the program plans to
reach out to Foggy Bottom
and West End neighbors,
including GW students, to
help get it off the ground.
She said they hope to have
a one-to-one ratio for volunteers and members.
“What is critical for a village to succeed, it has to have
volunteers,”
63-year-old
Grenadier said. She added
that the board is in talks with
GW’s Office of Community
Relations and has attended
local meetings to recruit students and staff members. The
group also plans to rev up interest Oct. 21 at the FRIENDS
Neighborhood Block Party
held at GW.
“The Village Board is
eager to work with the University as a strategic partner in our development and
is preparing a comprehensive strategy to engage with
GWU,” Grenadier said.
University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard said
GW does not have plans to
partner with the program,
but said it “remained open
to negotiations.” She added
that resources like computer technology assistance
already exist for the elderly
community.
John and Ana Clark, 85
and 73 respectively, plan on
joining the program next
year and said they are excited to see how it will play
out for the community.
“The idea of Aging in
Place of course for everybody is ideal, but you can’t
pull it off all by yourself, so
that’s where the village centers,” said Ana Clark, who
said she hopes to make new
friendships among members and volunteers.
There are seven elder
communities across the
District, including in the
Georgetown, Dupont Circle, Glover Park and Capitol Hill neighborhoods.
The Clarks previously

zachary krahmer | senior staff photographer

Top: Ana and John Clark, top, plan to join the Aging in Place program for services that will help them stay in their Potomac Plaza apartment.
Bottom: Monroe Wright chairs the board overseeing the program, which has drawn interest from 200 senior citizens around Foggy Bottom.

"If the village is
expansive enough
and brings in enough
young people, as well
as older and aging
people, that's going to
expand possibilities in
all directions."
Ana clark

Foggy Bottom Resident
looked into the Capitol Hill
community for the elderly,
but opted out due to its distance from their Potomac
Plaza home near Columbia
Plaza.
“If the village is expansive enough and brings
in enough young people,
as well as older and aging
people, that’s going to expand possibilities in all directions,” she said. u
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Get off your

DC Vegfest

BOTTOM

Events off the Foggy Bottom Campus

The Yards Park
Sept. 22
Free

H

Kizzlepaloosa

Rock & Roll Hotel
Sept. 23
$12

The District Sound
Previewing upcoming local shows
Minus the Bear

Sept. 25 | The Fillmore Silver Spring |
$30.50

The guy behind GW Ask a Guy
by lisa miller
Features Editor
GW girls: Need some answers to your love life woes?
Submit your relationship, sex
and dating queries to a group of
men on GWAskaGuy.com, created by a master's of business administration student who looks
to answer commonly asked
questions from a male mindset.
He asked to remain anonymous
due to the nature of his website.
The website has received 90
questions and about 1,200 hits in
just 10 days.
“I think in general, girls don’t
understand guys too much.
Honestly, we’re very simple,
and half the time – or most of
the time – things are very complicated, because the girl doesn’t
understand the guy or there’s
been miscommunication,” the
student said.
He said he created the website after noticing that many of
the conversations he overheard
while walking around campus

centered on relationships. And
he realized girls were giving
other girls advice – creating an
absence of male feedback.
The current group of contributors consists of five “GW
guys”: three graduate and two
undergraduate students, ages
19 to 25, including one student
athlete and one fraternity member. They split input based on
whose expertise is most valuable to the questioner.
“I was like, ‘Listen, you guys
need to help me. Let me just
forward you some questions.’
Because some of them are from
freshmen, and maybe a sophomore is better equipped to answer,” he said.
While the student said the
questions generally fall into the
categories of the male mindset
and sex, he added that some
have proved more difficult to
answer than others. The questions on the site range from the
innocent, "What do you think of
girls who wear heels to class?"
to, "Do guys like to sleep with

girls on the first date?"
Users have submitted more
explicit questions about sex, but
they haven't been posted on the
site yet, the student said.
The website is already
spreading to other online media
outlets, with Facebook and Twitter accounts in the development
process. The creator also said he
plans to increase the number of
contributors and add a feature
that would allow girls to ask
questions to specific male archetypes, such as “athlete,” “frat
boy” or “pretty boy.” A University of Maryland “Ask a Guy”
website is also in the works.
“This [website] came to
spread communication. It can be
for anything, especially in D.C.
It doesn’t just have to be girls
asking guys things,” he said.
“There’s things I want to know
about other types of people, especially in such a diverse area,
but you can’t ask them because
everyone is so scared of being
politically incorrect or offending others.” u

Score: The band’s sound is diverse enough that fans of rock, pop
and alternative music can all appreciate it.
Bore: It’s not as though listeners
haven’t heard their style before.
The Temper Trap fails to reinvent or
revitalize the sound already championed by the likes of Coldplay.

To categorize Minus the Bear as alternative rock is to discredit the complex,
calculated elements of musical sophistication within this Seattle-based group’s
sound. Thrashing guitars, climactic chorus crescendos and a trendy name may
seem like a formula for mimicry, but MiSilversun Pickups
nus the Bear have individuality up their
sleeves. Jazzy undertones of “Into the Oct. 11 | Rams Head Live | $32.50
Mirror” hint at the band’s aptitude and
The crooning, Smashing Pumpwide breadth of musical knowledge.
The indie-rockers embrace musical ex- kins-esque angst of Silversun Pickploration, refusing to compromise their ups proves polarizing: Listeners
either revel in the
identity for positive market
sounds of distorted
reception. Luckily, the band
guitars and emodoesn’t have to: Their 2010 alKarolina Ramos
tive vocals, or shield
bum “Omni” ranked number
their ears from their
49 on the Billboard 200.
punk-inspired,
Score: Guitars, multiple keyboard dreamy blend of noise. Still, the
settings and experimental synth make band earned fans and attention
for an auditory and visual instrumen- with its 2007 single “Lazy Eye,”
tal spectacle.
which found its way onto the playBore: With traces of smooth jazz and list of the video game Rock Band 2.
frequent use of '80s-style keyboard, Silversun Pickups prove that even
Minus the Bear’s style sometimes the most withdrawn, against-theborders on cheesy.
grain music can captivate mainstream listeners.

The Temper Trap

Oct. 13 | The Fillmore Silver Spring | $25
The Temper Trap rose to prominence with “Sweet Disposition,”
a dreamy track that served as
the soundtrack for several television commercials and
movie trailers alike. Reminiscent of Coldplay, with
synth-fused pianos driving emotional, melodic
verses, The Temper Trap
have reclaimed light
rock, sprucing it up with
dense guitar riffs and
digitized background
vocals.
Even
amid
nebulous instrumentals
– as in their latest single “Trembling Hands”
– the Australian poprock group manages
to reach powerful
musical heights.

Score: In an intimate setting, the

nuances of Silversun Pickups’ sound
will be hard to miss.
Bore: Lead singer
Brian Aubert’s grainy
and, at times, whiny
vocals won’t please
every listener.
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To save money before a big night out, drink in.
by Scott Figatner | Hatchet Staff Writer

Scott’s Sips

Summer-style sangria
It’s hardly summer in Spain until people are outside
drinking tinto de verano, a popular sangria-like drink
that mixes wine with lemon-lime soda. To combine the
fruity flavor of sangria with the light bubbliness of tinto
de verano, I made mine with strawberries — inspired by
sangria I had in Seville, Spain — and also added kiwi.
A splash of blood orange soda, instead of lemon-lime,
gives red wine a refreshing twist.

PHOTOGRAPHER NAME | PHOTOGRAPHER TITLE

Cutline here here here here here here here here here here here here here here here here here here here here here here here here here here
here here here here.

Bargain Bottles
Wine shopping can be intimidating, staring down
hundreds of bottles, all with different countries of origin, vintages and grape varieties.
But how can you go wrong when you find a man
who has sampled nearly all of them?
Troy Thompson, a wine specialist and buyer at the
Foggy Bottom Whole Foods Market, has traveled the
world tasting wines from the small family-owned vineyards that comprise most of the store's stock. Thompson
picks orders based on customer preferences and also determines pricing.
Here are Thompson’s bargain bottles, all under $12.

Terra Noble Sauvignon Blanc - Central Valley, Chile ’12

$8.99

“This is a really good wine for the price,” Thompson
said, praising the wine's fruity notes and fresh taste.

Punto Final Malbec - Mendoza, Argentina ’11

$10.99

The best grape variety is the Malbec, Thompson said.
He called Punto Final’s versatile and complex, giving off

JORDAN EMONT | ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR

A wine expert's picks

balanced fruity flavors, a touch of smokiness, the subtle
taste of blackberries and a spicy finish.

Mulderbosch Cabernet Sauvignon Rosé - South Africa ’11

$10.99

While highlighting notes of raspberry and strawberry,
this wine is clean on the palate. It matches well with seafood and salads.

Temptation Zinfandel - Sonoma County, California ’09

$11.99

This “Zin” is initially spicy with a full-bodied and wellbalanced flavor, Thompson said. At 14 percent alcohol, you
will definitely taste the booze, but it is not overwhelming.

Evodia Calatayud - Zaragoza, Spain ’10

$11.99

Thompson's favorite Spanish wine, Evodia, is from
Zaragoza, Spain. The acidic young wine is well-suited for
cold sangria, and summertime fruits will only make its
spiciness better. Try out our sangria recipe using Evodia
red wine.

JORDAN EMONT | ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR

Ingredients:

Preparation:

u 1 bottle of red wine
(I used Evodia Calatayud
’10.)
u 1 package of strawberries
u 3 kiwis
u 1 bottle of Lorina
Italian sparkling blood
orange juice

u Quarter the strawberries, and peel and slice
the kiwis.
u Marinate the fruit in
the red wine and refrigerate for 24 to 48 hours.
u Pour in the blood orange soda and garnish
with a strawberry or kiwi.
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Lauriol Plaza

FRANCIS RIVERA | PHOTO EDITOR

by Elizabeth Mullen
Hatchet Reporter
Lauriol Plaza, a three-story
restaurant with a rooftop patio, located midway between the trendy
Dupont Circle and Adams Morgan
neighborhoods, is a lively place to
take your friends on a weekend
night.
The restaurant does not take
reservations, so be prepared to grab
drinks at the bar while you wait.
Secure a table in advance if you are
going for a birthday celebration or a
big night out.
The large portions of Spanish and Latin American cuisine,
friendly servers and wall-to-wall
murals make Lauriol Plaza well
worth the wait. Enjoy complimentary chips and spicy salsa, and be
sure to try the popular chicken
fajitas ($13.95) or the taco platter
($9.95).
Dishes like vegetable fajitas ($11.75), the sunshine salad
($12.95) and two varieties of vegetarian quesadillas offer veg-heads
the opportunity to taste the flavors
of Lauriol Plaza as well.

Those looking for traditional
Spanish-style seafood can try the
Paella Marinera dish ($18.95),
which features a generous helping
of scallops, shrimp, fish, squid,
mussels and clams for a full savory experience.
The extra-large portions are
ideal for sharing – which means
you'll also save some cash.
For the over-21 set, try a few
margarita pitchers ($31.95) for the
table, which can be ordered on
the rocks or frozen and strawberry-flavored or swirled. For something less filling but just as playful, order a pitcher of red or white
sangria ($9.95 for a half pitcher
and $19.95 for a full).
Even for underage folk, the
great food and buzzing energy of
this always-packed restaurant can
serve as a complete night out in
itself.

by kara grandin
Hatchet Reporter
H Street Country Club is a good
bet if you are looking for a restaurant
and bar off the beaten path.
Nestled in D.C.’s Atlas District, H
Street Country Club boasts the city’s
only indoor mini golf course and puts
a new spin on Mexican cuisine.
A round of mini golf on the 21-andup course costs $7, but customers get a
free round of golf with dinner Sundays
through Tuesdays.
If a round of golf does not fill your
gaming fix, you can also play shuffleboard, skeeball or Xbox Kinect in the
bar area.
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When hitting the clubs starts to
hit you too hard, visit one of these
unique restaurants.

The entrees, all served with rice
and beans, range from $12 to $19. If
you come on a Sunday, Monday or
Tuesday, you can enjoy 35 minutes of
golf and a delicious Mexican meal, all
for under $20. Appetizers range from
$3 to $10 and are perfect for sharing.
Try the Dorado – pan-seared
Mahi Mahi with sautéed vegetables
in a jalapeño-lime sauce. Or stick with
something lighter, like the Country
Club Salad, one of the restaurant’s
many vegetarian and vegan options,
all of which are clearly marked on the
menu.
Specials include endless happy
hour Tuesdays, featuring Dos Equis

H Street
Country Club

($3) and margaritas ($5). Regular happy hour lasts from 5 to 8 p.m. Mondays
through Thursdays and 4 to 7 p.m. Fridays through Sundays.
When it’s not happy hour, H
Street Country Club’s margaritas cost
between $7 and $13, while specialty
drinks – named after famous golf clubs
and courses, like The Augusta and The
Turnberry – typically cost between $8
and $10.
The restaurant also offers a variety
of bottled and draft beers, wine and
more types of tequila than you have
probably heard of.
From the food and drinks to the
games, H Street Country Club is a
guaranteed good time.
1335 H St., NE
Mondays-Thursdays 5 p.m. to 1 a.m., Fridays-Saturdays 4 p.m. to 3 a.m, Sundays 4
p.m. to 1 a.m.

1835 18th St., NW
Mondays-Thursdays 11:30 a.m. to 11
p.m., Fridays-Saturdays 11:30 a.m.
to midnight, Sundays 11 a.m.
to 11 p.m.

GABRIELLA DEMCZUK | SENIOR STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

hangover

the

BRUNCH

by ana cvetkovic | Hatchet Reporter

You can't move on from last night without a hearty meal
and conversation to hash out the details. Visit one of these
classy establishments to recharge.
Co Co. Sala Chocolate Lounge
and Boutique is a chocolate lover’s
paradise, serving up a classy brunch
for the morning after a not-so-classy
night out.
Select a main dish and dessert off
the prix-fixe menu ($26), but make
sure to check the a la carte prices
too, as your meal might end up being cheaper if you go that route.
For the first course, try the
Cheese Magic ($12), a cheese soufflé
served alongside a side salad with
blue cheese, pears, walnuts and
cranberries. For a sweeter option, order the French Toast S’Mores ($12),
consisting of a cinnamon brioche
with marshmallow, chocolate and
shortbread, with banana compote
and chocolate mousse on the side.
Feeling a classic hangover
brunch? Get the breakfast flatbread
($16) with cheddar hash browns,

chicken sausage, scrambled eggs,
bacon and tomato, topped with hollandaise sauce3.
But at a so-called chocolate
lounge, you simply must save room
for dessert. Choose from four diverse options, like the Stolen Heart,
a white chocolate and raspberry
mousse ($6), or the peanut butter
cheesecake ($6).
Co Co. Sala also serves brunch
cocktails ($10-$13) and six varieties
of hot chocolate drinks ($6).
The restaurant’s red and gold interior is sleek and modern, but still
intimate, making it an ideal location
to indulge with friends after a long
night out.
929 F St., NW
Brunch hours: Saturday and Sunday, 11
a.m. to 3 p.m.
GABRIELLA DEMCZUK | SENIOR STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Tryst
Spend the night out in Adams
Morgan? Return the next morning
to detox over a latte and brunch at
Tryst Coffeehouse.
Unlike Mondays through Fridays, the restaurant does not offer free Wi-Fi on the weekends, so
nurse your hangover with their
brunch, served all day.

FRANCIS RIVERA | PHOTO EDITOR

The options are fairly traditional, ranging from bagels with
17 topping options, to Belgian
waffles, frittatas and quiches.
Besides an all-day brunch,
Tryst also offers fresh sandwiches,
salads, specialty coffee and tea
and even a bar featuring fresh garden cocktails.
But beyond the extensive menu,
Tryst’s charm lies in its atmosphere.
Worn leather couches and large dining tables with mismatched chairs
clutter the coffeehouse as funky
music blasts from the speakers.
Occupy a plush sofa and call it

home for a few hours as you linger at Tryst, but make sure to order the occasional drink or snack
to keep the waiters happy.
If you feel motivated, bring study
materials and stay all day – the coffeehouse is open from the crack of
dawn until 3 a.m. Fridays and Saturdays, and until midnight Sundays.
2459 18th St., NW
Mondays-Wednesdays 6:30 a.m. to midnight, Thursdays 6:30 to 2 a.m., FridaysSaturdays 6:30 to 3 a.m., Sundays 7 a.m.
to midnight.

Co Co. Sala

Review: Visit Gazuza Lounge for ambiance and hookah

W

ith its prime lo- it makes up for in ambiance
cation, roomy and hookah offerings.
deck and comOn most days, a live DJ
forting
atmo- performs house and trance
sphere in Dupont
mixes to boost
Circle, the 21+
the restaurant's
Gazuza Lounge
mellow mood.
Sonya Kalmin
is the ideal for a
Paired with hoochill night or a
kah and comfy
date night.
chairs, it works
Food choices at Gazuza wonders.
are limited to decent sushi
Your cheapest option is
and dessert menus, and the something from the sashimi
service is not the greatest. list ($5-$6), but if you are
But what the restaurant lacks looking for a more substanin menu quality and service, tial meal, try one of their
many sushi rolls ($11-$12),
or a Maki roll ($6-$8).
In particular, I recommend trying the Tuna Tartare as a starter. Although
not the cheapest item on the

Gazuza Lounge
GABRIELLA DEMCZUK | SENIOR STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

menu, it is one of the better
ones.
After some appetizers,
splurge and get your group
one of their hookahs ($18).
With flavors ranging from
kiwi to mint, you will be
sure to find something for
everyone.
Along with its many
hookah flavors, Gazuza
Lounge also makes a mean
martini for just $6 during
happy hour, offered weekdays from 5 to 7 p.m.
1629 Connecticut Ave., NW
Mondays-Thursdays 5 p.m. to
2 a.m., Fridays 5 p.m. to 3 a.m.,
Saturdays 6 p.m. to 3 a.m.,
Sundays 6 p.m. to 2 a.m.
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Review:
Karaoke bar offers a table to
sing on, judgment-free

staying IN &
taking OUT

I

nterventions can be dif- ing the plush couches, plasma
ficult for all parties in- screen TV, two chrome microvolved. I learned this the phones and a sundry of dishard way when my room- co-style lights, we knew the
mates pulled me
investment was a
aside this year
wise one.
and told me I
At one point,
Gabriel Muller
needed to change
one of the lovely
a potentially dewaitresses walked
structive habit.
into our private
I was not to sing in the room room. I thought she had come
anymore.
in to collect drink orders, and
My regular belting of any- before I could even say “bourthing and everything, rang- bon on the rocks,” she scolded
ing from early-2000s Destiny’s me and said standing on the
Child to mid-2000s Destiny’s tables was strictly prohibited.
Child, was beginning to damI wanted to remind her
age my roommates’ emotional that interrupting my solos was
and physical health. They said strictly prohibited, and that
my habits were simply unsus- standing on the table was not
tainable and must cease imme- only recommended, but mandiately.
datory in order for me to sucBut Muzette, a Korean ka- cessfully belt out the entire Barraoke bar in Adams Morgan, bra Streisand back catalogue.
welcomed me with open arms,
I even tried to negotiate
sans judgment.
the situation by offering her a
Muzette offers a selection duet – a decision I immediately
of more than 70,000 songs in regretted. Everyone knows I
English and a variety of East would never duet a Streisand.
Asian languages, as well as a Thank goodness she declined.
comprehensive selection of KoThe night as a whole proved
rean cocktails, food and more magical. I finally found a place
standard alcoholic fare.
where I could drink and sing
The real clincher with Mu- freely, without the bitter judgzette, however, is the private ment of my friends.
karaoke rooms they rent out by
But I also managed to learn
the hour.
a few lessons.
My five friends and I came
When your five friends ofin at about midnight. We were fer to split the cost of a karaoke
pleased to see a young crowd at room, that doesn’t translate to
the bar – many of whom looked the price of admission to watch
fatigued after a rigorous round your one-man show. It means
of karaoke – and a well-stocked they shouldn’t have to pry the
liquor shelf.
microphone out of your hand
After a drink – or five – at to get a song in.
the bar, the hostess led us to
Also, when singing Desour singing room. We were tiny's Child's “Bootylicious,”
originally hesitant to pay the leave the twerking for home.
$60-an-hour rate, but after see- The doors are made of glass.

by julie alderman | Hatchet Staff Writer

T

he truth is, not all of us are cut out for the going-out lifestyle.
While many may enjoy a night out on the town, hitting up all the hottest bars,
restaurants and clubs, the rest of us might find a night at home just as exciting.
And let’s face it: Sometimes you just don't want to leave your room. Here are a few ways to
bring a nice dinner and some entertainment – via Netflix Instant – to a weekend night.

Dinner: Crepeaway
and a show: “30 Rock”
Some foodies will tell you crepes are the new cupcakes.
In D.C., it’s easy to get crepes piled with anything you want,
sweet or savory, but no one does it like Crepeaway – which
also takes GWorld. Choose from 14 savory crepes, like the
Casey ($7.25), with cheese, grilled chicken, tomatoes and hot
sauce, and make sure to get one of 16 sweet crepes. While
waiting for your food to arrive, tune into the hit comedy
show “30 Rock.” The show, starring Tina Fey and Alec Baldwin, depicts the inner workings of a fake NBC sketch comedy show. Fey, as Liz Lemon, has an unparalleled love of
food. Your delicious crepe would make her jealous.
(202) 973-0404

Dinner: The Upper Crust Pizzeria
and a show: "The Girl with the
Dragon Tattoo"
Pizza and a thriller make a perfect night-in combination. The great thing about this particular pair is that they are
both at the top of their respective classes. Upper Crust has
arguably the best pizza for your money in D.C., and they
take GWorld. “The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo” is just what
a film based on a book should be – true to the source. Also,
while watching a thriller like “The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo” in its original Swedish, utensils would only be a distraction. Pay attention to the subtitles, and get a large pepperoni
for you and some friends, or more likely, just yourself.
(202) 463-0002

Dinner: Nooshi
And a Show: “Lost in Translation”
This Foggy Bottom spot might be famous – or depending on how your nights go, infamous – for its

happy hour, but many do not realize that Nooshi actually offers pretty good Japanese fusion cuisine too.
Get it for delivery, and enjoy some drunken noodles
and sushi while watching a modern classic, “Lost in
Translation.” The Academy Award winning film tells
the tale of an American actor and a college graduate
who spend time together after meeting in a Tokyo hotel. If the story isn’t enough to warm your heart, order
some soup.
(202) 293-3138

Dinner: Wingo's
And a Show: “Joan Rivers: A
Piece of Work”

What could possibly be more American than
chicken wings and plastic surgery? Enjoy some great
fried chicken from Wingo's and one of the hottest documentaries in recent history. Wingo's is famous for
its delicious chicken served with homestyle sides like
French fries. Plus, oddly enough, they serve breakfast
and even have a "munchies" menu category. While the
food may have a high caloric intake, you will laugh it
all off while watching Joan Rivers try to build up her
career in this hilarious documentary.
(202) 338-2478

Dinner: Afghan Kabob House
And a show: “Mean Girls”
Grab some foreign food while you enjoy a film that
is far from foreign. Afghan Kabob House offers free
delivery and offers all sorts of menu items, including
vegetarian options, like the open-face falafel sandwich.
Plus, they are open until 3 a.m. Fridays and Saturdays
for those late-night cravings that don’t quite force you
out of bed. In terms of the film, let’s be honest: What
doesn’t “Mean Girls” go with?
(703) 294-9999
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A hop, skip and a jump
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by julie alderman
Hatchet Staff Writer

If you dread having to stray far off campus but want a delicious meal, drinks or something more casual, try any one
of these places – all in walking or biking distance – for those times when Whole Foods Market and J Street get old.

2.Meiwah

Restaurants & bars near the
Foggy Bottom Campus
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Chinese

1200 New Hampshire Ave.
Mondays-Thursdays 11:30 a.m. to 10 p.m., Fridays
11:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m., Saturdays noon to 10:30
p.m., Sundays noon to 10 p.m.

Ave.
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Located right in Washington Circle, District
Commons has joined the Foggy Bottom restaurant elite. Start off your meal with a pretzel
baguette ($2) followed by shrimp and grits or
vegetable pot pie. The larger portions will leave
you with leftovers for the rest of the weekend.
Enjoy
people-watching
through the large glass
windows in a cozy atmosphere.

uset
ts Av
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1.District
Commons

sach

While there are many Chinese restaurants in walking distance of campus, Meiwah is a cut above the rest. Enjoy huge portions of classic Chinese dishes, like Kung Pao
Chicken ($11.95) or Scallop in Garlic Sauce
($15.95) if you want something spicier. Meiwah
also features many
vegetarian options. The
service is fast, the food
is affordable and you will
surely be full when you leave. Also check out
the décor and find signed pictures of your favorite celebrities and politicians.

Penn
sylva
n

ia Av
e.

3.Cafe
4.Madhatter
Bar
5.One Lounge Tu-O-Tu
2200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Mondays-Thursdays 5:30 to 10 p.m., Fridays 5:30 to 11
p.m., Saturdays 5 to 11 p.m., Sundays 5 to 9 p.m.

This Dupont favorite has signature cocktails to fit
any taste. The chill interior and outdoor patio overlooking the circle add ambiance to this dive bar. The
daily happy hour lasts from 5 to 7
p.m.
and offers options like truffle
fries ($6) and a PBR ($2).
Check out this hipster spot
before it gets too crowded.

Dive Bar

1606 20th St., NW
Open from 5 p.m. Mondays-Saturdays

This Georgetown
café offers a variety of
sandwiches,
paninis
and salads, all at affordable prices and on GWorld.
Before or after shopping, sit outside on the patio
or sidewalk tables. Tu-O-Tu also offers free Wi-Fi,
making it a great off-campus study space.

Cafe

>>

This hotspot
for students is famous for its specials, like $1 mugs of
beer Thursdays after 8 p.m. Check online for daily specials, and enjoy the
bar space, booths and dance floor for a
crazy night that does not require a cab
ride home.

1319 Connecticut Ave.
Monday-Thursdays 11 a.m. to 2 a.m., Fri2816 Pennsylvania Ave.
Mondays-Fridays 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., Saturdays 10 a.m. days 11 a.m. to 3 a.m., Sundays 10 a.m.
to 2 a.m.
to 7 p.m., Sundays 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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RUSSIAN
from p. 1
incoming freshmen during
Colonial Inauguration.
The director is one of
two full-time professors in
the Russian language program, and said Russian
professors across the country have noticed that enrollment also fluctuates with
the country’s presence in
international headlines.
He said he thinks enroll-

LAWSUIT
from p. 1
Taghioskoui enrolled as a Ph.D.
candidate in 2007 and took on
Montaser as his Ph.D. adviser.
Montaser allegedly verbally
abused Taghioskoui over the
phone on weekends and early
mornings and sent false and
humiliating emails to faculty
members about the student.
Montaser also allegedly asked
Taghioskoui to borrow money

The GW Hatchet

ment could have slumped
even lower this year, but
news that spread about Russian punk band Pussy Riot –
which protested the country's
President Vladimir Putin –
piqued some students’ interest in the language.
"When Russian disappears from the front pages,
we lose enrollments," he said.
Only freshmen and sophomores in Columbian College
follow the G-PAC curriculum
that went into effect last fall
– decreasing the number of
general credits from 42 to 24.

The Elliott School of International Affairs and some majors in Columbian College,
like history, still require a foreign language.
The impact of G-PACs
on other smaller language
programs at GW has varied.
The Arabic program added a
major and a minor this fall, a
response to growing interest
in the language.
Margaret
Gonglewski,
director of the German program, said she hasn’t seen
“any dramatic change” in enrollments so far, but said that

could change once the new
curriculum is in place for all
incoming students beginning
fall 2014.
Young-Key Kim-Renaud,
chair of the department of
East Asian languages and
literature, said enrollments
in Japanese, Chinese and
Korean have remained stable because of the popularity of the region.
But the Spanish and
French language programs,
which both had waitlists of
about 100 students this fall,
cannot keep up with stu-

dent demand.
Both program directors
said they have been limited
by a lack of classroom space
and new hires.
“I think all the language
programs and departments
are just trying to make the
case with administration that
we need to meet more resources, that we want to convert our part-time faculty into
full-time faculty instructors,”
Maria de la Fuente, director
of the Spanish program said.
Peg Barratt, who is in
her final year as Columbian

College dean, said the college met the demand for
language courses when she
arrived in 2007 and “more
than a million dollars was
invested in new positions
for teaching languages.”
Now, with foreign students flocking to the University and an emphasis on
globalization in the upcoming academic strategic plan,
Barratt said she expects
more money to funnel into
languages.
–Elise Lee
contributed to this report.

and a car, among several other
personal requests.
Montaser was placed on
administrative leave from
April 2008 to January 2010,
after threatening to punch
Executive Vice President and
Treasurer Lou Katz in the
face, according to the complaint. During the professor’s
absence, Taghioskoui alleged,
the University failed to assist
or communicate with him regarding graduation requirements, causing a delay.
The documents also note

that Montaser’s wife contacted Taghioskoui during the
absence to inform him that
Montaser thought his wife
was going to poison him.
Taghioskoui chronicled
three counts of plagiarism
after Montaser returned,
ranging from February 2010
to January 2012. In the first
two incidents, Montaser allegedly filed patent applications for two of Taghioskoui’s works. This year, he
presented Taghioskoui’s research at a conference held

by the Office of the Vice
President for Research, according to the documents.
The
former
student
claimed he notified “multiple
GWU faculty and administrators” of the plagiarized
work in all three scenarios,
but the University repeatedly
refused to investigate, leaving Taghioskoui “to suffer
harm to both his academic
and his business prospects.”
Taghioskoui allegedly attempted to switch academic
advisers in spring 2011, but

was told to drop out if he
wanted to switch advisers.
Montaser also allegedly
told Taghioskoui his language
skills were not up to par and
he “would not be able to succeed in life,” according to the
documents.
The $1 million in damages would compensate for
GW’s and Montaser’s negligence and Taghioskoui's
emotional distress.
“GWU’s actions were
made in bad faith and with
malicious intent,” the com-

plaint reads.
Montaser declined to
comment on the complaint.
When asked about the
professor-student relationship and the lawsuit, University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard declined to
comment, because the litigation is pending.
Taghioskoui’s attorney,
James Bailey, did not return a
request for comment.
The court ordered the
University to respond to the
complaint by Sept. 24. u
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STUDENT
HOUSING

GWorld Merchants

Fully furnished
studio w/views
of Georgetown
& Rosslyn. 24hr
security and
gym,$2,400/mo
includes water, trash,
electric, gas, cable,
internet & phone, no
pets,
non-smoker, call
703-625-0289

TO BE INCLUDED IN
OUR SPECIAL MONDAY
MERCHANT PAGE,
CONTACT YOUR SALES
REP OR CALL
(202) 994-7682
DEADLINE FOR
MERCHANTS PAGE:
Prior Thursday, 4pm

Call NOW!! Limited Number
of Participants
- Call NOW!!

Sports

Number
crunch
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2

Elizabeth Traynor
Sports Editor
etraynor@gwhatchet.com

H

The number of overtime periods the
women's soccer team played through
Tuesday against American.

women's soccer | au 1, gw 1

jordan emont | assistant PHOTO editor

Left: Freshman Kristi Abbate charges past an American defender to head downfield Tuesday. Right: Junior Melanie Keer collides with an American opponent during the game as she battles for possession.

Colonials stay strong through downpour, double OT

by Jake deitcher
Hatchet Staff Writer
The Colonials’ backs were against the wall.
They were on the verge of losing their third
straight match, down only a goal in a tight, frustrating game against District-rival American.
And they were playing through heavy rain that
delayed the start of the game and came down
in sheets throughout most of play, soaking the
field, the players and the ball.
But despite those factors, GW came back
to play arguably its best second-half of the
season, tying the game and remaining strong
through double overtime to eventually end
in a 1-1 draw.
“We fought really hard. We fought for each
other, and we were down, but we came back,”
senior midfielder Molly Bruh said. “Our next
game is really important, because we lost our
last two before tying this one, so we want to go

into conference playing well and with a winning attitude. We want to win that game.”
The Colonials (3-4-1) put themselves in an
early hole. Freshman goalkeeper Nicole Fasano
blocked a shot from American, but was unable
to control possession, and the ball ricocheted
off Fasano and back into Eagle control.
The team's next shot attempt found the
back of the net, and the goal in the 14th minute
put GW down 1-0. It set the scene for the Colonials’ third-straight 1-0 defeat, but the team
was determined to stave off that result.
“We gave up that goal early and had to
come back from that again,” head coach Sarah
Barnes said. “We fought hard, and we started
to figure out what worked. Then we became
dangerous in the second half."
After conservative play in the first half,
GW took a decidedly aggressive tack in the
second. The Colonials played the ball wider
and began playing at a faster pace on offense.

In the first half, they managed just two shots
on goal, but over the second, they were able
to take seven.
GW broke through in the 60th minute after freshman forward Kristi Abbate gathered a
long pass, sprinting past the last American defender and forcing the Eagles to tackle her in
the box. That gave GW a penalty kick, which
Bruh shot into the bottom left corner of the
goal to tie the game.
“When you have a little bit of success on
offense, you become more ready to attack,”
Barnes said “It’s a process, and we are all trying to get better, and better and better, so that
we are firing on all cylinders come conference
play. This was a step forward today. “
The game was still tied at the end of regulation, but neither team was able to score over
two extra periods. GW saw two shots bounce
off the crossbar in the first overtime period, but
ultimately the Colonials were unable to push

the 120-minute marathon match past a tie.
The Colonials’ mentality over the course of
the last portion of play belied their attitude as
they approach A-10 competition: an excited energy that has its roots in the team’s unwavering
focus on the pitch.
“I can’t wait for conference play,” Abbate
said. “I think that conference play is going to
be similar to now. It’s just that everyone is
going to be intense.”
GW’s success in conference play will hinge
on the quality of its offense. Players and coaches agree that the Colonials tend to stall on offense in the first half of games before coming
alive in the second.
Bringing the post-break mentality to the
opening whistle is key for GW’s conference
chances, Bruh said.
“I think that we just need to keep a scoring
mentality and have it in the first half of games
too. Then we will be great,” Bruh said. u

Men's golf team returns to course after standout season
by elizabeth traynor
Sports Editor
The golf team isn’t thinking about last year,
head coach Terry Shaffer said.
The Colonials are not thinking about last
season’s Atlantic 10 crown – the program’s
first ever. They’re not thinking about defeating Charlotte to win that championship, taking down the six-time defending champion
to lift the conference trophy. And they’re not
thinking about the trip to the NCAA regional
competition that followed.
They’re not thinking about any of that, Shaffer said, because in the game of golf, you’re only
as good as your last shot.
“We don’t think about last year. To me, it’s
history,” Shaffer said. “It doesn’t matter how
good the shot was that you just hit or bad the
shot was that you just hit. You have to forget it
and move on.”
GW opened its fall season with a two-day
competition in Rhode Island. After finishing last
place Monday, the team played its way up the
ladder Tuesday, finishing the event 11th of 12 total teams, and edging A-10 rival Fordham in the
final rankings. The Colonials combined for a 92over par 936 at the par-71, 6,675-yard Carnegie
Abbey course Tuesday.
It is a result Shaffer isn't pleased with, and
he said the team isn’t, either. Golf is a heavily
cerebral game, and the Colonials’ shaken focus
at their first competition of the year hurt their
play on the links, he said.
“It’s not GW golf,” Shaffer said. “Every year,
we settle down through September and October
and [then] we play great. I don’t think this year
is going to be any different.”
When competition opened Monday, the
Colonials took to the greens of the par-70, 6,948yard Newport Country Club for two rounds of

action Monday afternoon. GW struggled in its
opening return to the course, posting a combined score of 74-over 634 at the end of the day.
The course itself was impressive, a setting
that hosted the first U.S. Open in 1895. It was a
course that you “wanted to do well on,” Shaffer said. Its picturesque location borders the
Atlantic Ocean, which provided a scenic view,
but hampered play as ocean winds swirled
over the greens.
In addition to battling the winds, the Colonials had to start play Monday without a practice round, rendering them essentially “blind”
on the course, their coach said.
“Most of the teams were playing in the same
wind. Wind is not an excuse for us to play badly,” Shaffer said. “The greens were very undulating. You had to know where to hit the ball before
you got up to the greens."
Sophomore Jack Persons, who made a
name for himself as a rookie over last year’s
competition, sat first in the pack of Colonials
after the first day of competition, tying for
15th place out of all individual golfers with a
two-round score of 15-over 155.
Persons would ultimately slip to end in a tie
for 36th place out of 70 golfers with a total score
– over 54 holes played – of 20-over 231.
Aside from Persons’ top-40 result, the
next-highest finishing Colonial was freshman
Steve Piela, who closed his first competition
in a GW uniform by scoring 23-over 234 over
three rounds to tie for 49th overall. Following
him, sophomore Jonathan Dresnick finished
in 58th, carding 27-over 238. The performance
of his younger players was a particular bright
spot for Shaffer, who graduated several strong
seniors last year, but now sees the future of his
team in solid hands.
“Our fall season is a time to get the team to
jell, with new people on the team,” Shaffer said.
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Then-freshman Jack Persons takes a swing in the men's golf course simulator in the Smith Center. Persons,
who was a standout rookie for GW last season, finished 36th of 70 golfers over two days of competition.

“It’s just a matter of getting things together. The
fall season is where you have the opportunity to
get it together. That sets up the spring season,
and that’s our real season, because that’s when
everything really does count.”
And though Shaffer said he and his team

aren’t thinking about last season, it’s clear he’s
thinking about GW’s return to Atlantic 10 competition come spring 2013.
“I can tell you this, that we are going to be
ready come spring, and we are going to be a factor in the conference,” Shaffer said. u

